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Who is this lovely cat?
Mew! Here I am...
Who celebrates Nowruz?
When Nowruz happens?

21st March
HAFT-SIN Table
Sabzeh
Rebirth
Samanoo
Success
Serkeh
Age and Patience
Somaq
Sunrise
SEER
Medicine & good health
Senjed
Love
Sekkeh
Wealth
Painted egg
Fertility
Khaneh-Tekani

- Cleaning home
- Get rid of old things
- Buy new clothes
Chehar-Shanbe-Suri

- Celebration of light
- Overcoming badness
Santa Clause

Amoo Nowruz

Santa Clause
Ours predates Easter 3000 years!
Inventions of Persian Empire

- Equality of man and women
- Windmill
- Underground irrigation system
- Brain surgery
- Pajamas
- Ice cream, Birthday cake, Tambourine
- .....
20th March is NOWRUZ day in British Columbia
Nowruz celebration in BC
Three main principles

Good Thoughts
Good Words
Good Act
Thanks for your attention